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sap2000’s element design and analysis features allow users to create elements with specific properties. element properties can be used to determine performance, loads, boundary conditions, and material properties. properties can be set in the element name, and can also be set for individual nodes of a
node-based element. sap2000 allows users to generate fea models for many standards including the fei global standards and the american society of civil engineers (asce) standards for nonlinear analysis of structures and bridges. sap2000 includes many useful functions for improving the model. these

include: bending and flexing: variation of the shear and tension along the length of a bar. shear and tension at the ends of a bar. models using a newell rubberbanding convention can be generated. sap2000 includes many options for setting and performing the analysis. users can select from the following
options: structural elements, elements, geometry, reference frame, geometric parameters, boundary conditions, load, analyses, analysis settings, output, output settings, reporting, and simulation settings. in order to generate the 3d representations in sap2000, the simulation geometry must be 3d-

constructed in a 3d-imported file. this can be done using the section designer or drawing tools. most of the models that are imported into sap2000 are in either jt or iges format. the jt file format is a standard file format used to represent 3d geometries in a format that can be imported into sap2000. if a
geometric model is imported as a 3d-iges file, it is typically imported as a sectional view and is read directly into sap2000. this is the fastest way to import geometry into sap2000. if there are problems loading the geometry into sap2000, double-click the project file name, and then click the open button to
open the project in the section designer. if the model is an iges file that was not imported as a sectional view, this should be done first to convert the model to a sectional view. then the model can be imported into sap2000. the following diagrams show the import process for a generic, 2d, sectional view
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